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Unity is a good thing…but the world seems a little devoid of that right now.
We know that believers in the church are supposed to be unified because
the Bible tells us so (1 Co 1:10; Ga 3:28; Ph 2:1-3; etc.). But showing unity
is easier said than done. In Acts 15, the church faces sharp conflict but the
Jerusalem Council overcame it (Ac 15:1-12). There are three principles
that I think can help us in every conflict.
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1.

We Need to Learn to Be United in Essentials (Ac 15:13-23).
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2.

We Need to Make Concessions in the Non-Essentials (Ac 15:24-29; 1
Co 8:1-13; Ro 14:19; Ep 4:3; He 12:14; Mk 7:18-23).
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We Need To Learn to Show Love In All Things (Ac 15:10,19,28).
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Conflict Management is the job of every believer. And It starts in you (Ro
12:8)! This difficult episode in the early church was God-given lesson on
love. We need to look at problems and differences as opportunities for us
to grow in love and unity. You have to MAKE EVERY EFFORT to keep that
peace and unity. It’s not easy… it takes work… it takes surrender…
…Surrender to Jesus today.
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A 20-20 CHRISTMAS - This year, we are trying something new: a virtual VBS
program that you can join in at home! All of the VBS activities, crafts, memory
verses, and lyric sheets will be included in a box for each child. The lessons,
songs, and memory verse helps will be on-line on our website. The theme is
“A 20-20 Christmas” as we examine the promises of the Messiah in the Old
Testament and show how they were fulfilled in Jesus. It may seem odd to have
Christmas in August but the joy and hope of the season are needed right now,
before the children go back to school. They are feeling the pressures of our
world right now just as much as us adults… maybe even more. Let’s help
them say that Jesus gives us peace, hope, and love in these trying times.
Register your kids today on-line: https://beavercreekchristian.net/_HbG/vbs/
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DRIVE-THRU VBS KICK-OFF - Our Kick-off will be on August 2 from
3-4:30pm. You can drive through and pick up the “VBS in a Box” for each of
your registered kids. We will also be giving them a birthday treat. Kids can also
drop donations and offering for our missions project (See below).
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VBS MISSIONS: This year we are lending a hand to the people in Ashe
County who are hurting because of the Covid-19 outbreak. There are many
people who are in need of food at this time. We have partnered with Ashe
Really Cares in order to raise money and goods. We will be posting video links
on our website about the mission. You can start now in collecting shelf-stable
items which you can drop off at our drive-through kick-off on August 2nd from
3 - 4:30pm. We will also be taking up an offering to benefit ARC. We hope you
can help us in this project!
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CONNECTION MINISTRY: We are asking all members to pray, keep in
contact with each other by phone, email, text messages, or mail. Please take
the opportunity to encourage and lift each other up. Please let Loren know if
there are any needs of our people so that we can try to help.
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FB LIVE EVENTS - Join us each night at 6:00pm for a 15 minute devotional
Bible Study. On Sunday nights at 6:00pm you can join us for our study on the
book of Revelation. Sunday School is at 10:00am on Sunday and our worship
service is at 11:00am.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS - You can get our latest announcements, posting
updates, reading schedules, and more on our website:
https://www.beavercreekchristian.net
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Reading Through The Bible In A Year:
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Week 30 - Chronological Reading
Sunday (07-19-2020): ...........................................................................Hosea 1-7
Monday (07-20-2020): .........................................................................Hosea 8-14
Tuesday (07-21-2020): ......................................................................Isaiah 28-30
Wednesday (07-22-2020): .................................................................Isaiah 31-34
Thursday (07-23-2020): .....................................................................Isaiah 35-36
Friday (07-24-2020): .........................................................Isaiah 37-39; Psalm 76
Saturday (07-25-2020): ......................................................................Isaiah 40-43
Memory Verse: ...................................................................................Acts 15:19
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